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From the Director: 
It’s now over 11 years since we hung out the Aquavic shingle, and it’s now also a matter of public record that 
our “New Millennium” pool algaecide and sanitising systems have made a significant impact in the recreational 
waters industry, both residential and commercial. Looking back over previous issues of our little chat sheet, the 
thought crossed my mind that we have never addressed the question of just how swimming pool ionisers came 
to be in Australia. So, for the benefit of those who know very little of their origins, I thought that a potted 
history of this simple and effective, low chemical, swimming pools sanitising system might be in order. And for 
that we need to cast our minds back to the latter half of the colourful 1960’s – the decade of the Beatles, flower 
power, mini skirts, free love – and the swimming pool ioniser. It goes something like this, and for the first two 
paragraphs we are very much indebted to: “A very well informed source.” 
 
Ionisers - A Potted History 
“Colonel Thomas, a mining engineer of Johannesburg, South Africa, noticed that algae didn’t grow in water 
draining from mine tailings. Upon chemical examination he discovered that the water contained copper and 
silver ions. Sensing a broader application for this phenomenon he then put his mind to creating a machine that 
would duplicate the very same environment and found that it worked very well as pools fitted with the devices 
needed very little attention and only small amounts of supporting chemicals. In 1970, and he patented this 
revolutionary device. 
 
In 1975, a chap by the name of Richard Sutton migrated to Australia from Jo’burg and brought a Thomas unit 
with him. He started manufacturing the “Thomas Ionic Water Purifier” under license in Melbourne under the 
company name “Filter Clean” and began distributing to all states and territories and a Sydney-based company, 
“Bridge Projects” was appointed as his NSW distributor. In 1982, “Bridge Projects”, later to become “Pool 
Aquamatics” and later again as “Aquamatics” took over manufacturing after Richard Sutton retired from the 
swimming pools products arena”. 
  

 
 

A rare copy of the original “Thomas Ionic Water Purifier” install & operating instructions.  
 

Note the electrodes mounted in the pump’s lid - the cause of many broken electrode leads  
and many an owner’s frustration - and the reason why we  make hard-wired in-line flowcells. 
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(I now take up the story): From 1982, ionisers, as they became known, began to make an impact on the 
Recreational Waters Industry and their effectiveness inspired several other companies to begin 
manufacturing similar versions. As we entered the new millennium, Ionisers had made significant 
inroads and began to displace other well established pool systems then on offer. Coincident with their 
rise in popularity with pool owners, in May 2004 there was an unprecedented action to take them out 
of the market place altogether. (This action, which cost manufacturers – and you, the tax payer - a lot 
of money, has been well and truly documented elsewhere and it is not my intention to go into further 
detail here.)  
 
A number of reasons were cited for the action but basically, the grounds were that they were 
unregistered products of unproven efficacy, and therefore presented a degree of risk to pool users. 
Putting to one side the fact that ionisers had been around for over 3 decades and there was not one 
recorded adverse heath-related event (I have copies of the FOI’s to various State and Territories Health 
Departments on file) Ioniser manufacturer’s counter claim was that ionisation was very clearly a 
process, not a chemical, and therefore did not require registration.  
 
After much deliberation, it was ruled that the electrodes - solid metal chunks of copper/silver alloy - 
were indeed a ‘chemical’ and therefore required to be registered with the APVMA - as an 
“Agricultural Chemical”. Surprisingly, chlorine gas generators, which employ an almost identical 
process to convert salt to chlorine gas - one of the most lethal gases on the planet - are to this day 
exempt from registration! And unless I’ve missed something, UV and ozone, both of which are 
potentially lethal and are widely promoted in industry publications, are conspicuous by their absence 
from the APVMA’s list of registered products. As our North American friends would say “Go figure.” 
 
Suffice to say that the action backfired as it gave ionisers a much higher profile and an invaluable 
amount of publicity. Manufacturers who rode out the storm are now stronger than ever and will 
continue to provide caring pool owners with a far greener option for their families.  
 
 
Age of Aquarius: 
As the days once again begin to lengthen, the Recreational Waters Industry begins to stir. After a 
particularly cold southern winter which followed hot on the heels a not-so-hot summer, owners and 
custodians of outdoor pools are beginning to pay some attention to the swimming pools that have lain 
neglected throughout - and when rolling back the cover, they once again marvel at the aesthetics of the 
ionised water. The water chemistry may not be quite text book but the water is usually crystal clear 
and it’s going to take very little effort to get it into shape for the coming season as  
 
This is but one of the characteristics of ionised pools that owners of other systems find very hard to 
accept as they’ve been burning up energy dollars by running their pool pumps right through the off-
season AND adding chemicals exactly as they had to do in peak season!  
 
By way of example, Yehuda Kam, owner of Oxygem  http://www.oxygempoolcare.com.au/oxygem.php  was 
doing a service call recently to replace a pair of worn out Aquavic ioniser electrodes, and was advised 
by the owner that he doesn’t run his pool pump in the off-season at all. This is not so unusual in itself – 
but the electrodes had actually lasted 6 years! We’re often asked the question of just how long will the 
electrodes last, and because there are so many variables, it’s almost impossible to give a definitive 
answer.  
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What we can say though, is that for a typical family backyard domestic pool with a reasonable bather 
load, 3 years is quite common with 4 years coming in a close second. 5 years is not unheard of, but 6 
years for a pair of electrodes really takes the prize. Incidentally, readers of Vol. 10 no: 1, see  
http://www.aquavic.com.au/newsletters/ACIDE_vol10_no1.pdf  will recall our mention of the EEL index, a de 
facto means of keeping tabs of our customer feedback. Yehuda’s experience is a perfect example. 
 

! If you are the owner of a “typical domestic pool” and find that you are getting less than 3 seasons 
from your electrodes, contact our office as there may well be a problem that needs to be addressed. 
 
Quality vs Clarity: 
One other example we came across recently was a very nice 20,000 litre, fully tiled, in-door heated 
pool which was running one of our original but now-superseded ION-01 ionisers. When examined it 
was found that the ioniser had been working far too hard and for far too long, and at 2.87 ppm, the 
copper level was about 9 times the recommended level for swimming pools (but still only marginally 
above that for drinking water). The upside was that the water was absolutely crystal clear and algae-
free, but what was even more astounding was that owner was not even checking the water chemistry or 
using any supplementary chemicals whatsoever! Nothing! If ever there was a perfect example of our 
mantra “never, ever, confuse water clarity with water quality” this had to take the cake. Suffice to say 
the ioniser is now having a well-earned rest and the water is tested regularly.  
 
5.3 Cents / Day: 
Whilst watching a popular gardening show on ABCTV recently, we were a little annoyed that a 
segment which featured the wisdom or otherwise of having plants adjacent to “salt pools and 
chlorinated pools”  chose to ignore the fact that both are chlorinated pools, and that there are tens of 
thousands of fresh water ionised pools out there, pools with drinking quality water, pools which are not 
only compatible with practically everything botanical, but also that backwashed water – or indeed 
water taken directly from the pool itself – is used not only to keep the plants alive, but thriving!  
 
We wrote to ABCTV to point out the error of their ways but got the usual bureaucratic public-sector 
response which simply confirmed that very little time and effort had been spent researching their 
subject. In this, the era of the electronic search engine, one would have thought it not unreasonable to 
expect that the researchers for a program scheduled for prime time viewing, a program which purports 
to promote and encourage the greener alternative, would have made a bit of an effort to see exactly 
what is out there rather than choosing the easy option of remaining cocooned comfortably in 
mediocrity. We did suggest that they might like to offer us equal time to correct their oversight but 
were advised that it was against policy and it was not going to happen. 
 
Having had some dealings with government departments over the years, the response was predictable 
and exactly what we expected. Disappointing really, but par for the course. Of interest though, was that 
a close analysis of our invisible website hits counter confirmed that, during the exchange of emails, we 
had at least achieved our aim of raising awareness of ionisers as “somebody” at the ABCTV had been 
through our site from top to bottom with a fine tooth comb. Hopefully, now, they are very much aware 
of their oversight and just a little better informed than they were. So, are we likely get our 8 cents per 
day worth and see swimming pool ionisers acknowledged in a later program? Suffice to say we’re not 
holding our breath, but we live in hope. 
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Solar Power: 
And while we’re on the subject of sunshine, your thoughts may be turning towards solar power as a 
means of reducing your carbon footprints and your energy bills. As you drive around, you’ve no doubt 
you’ve been observing the number of dwellings that have already gone down this road, with 
installations ranging from the very modest to comprehensive. If you happen to live in Perth - and 
driving along Coolbarro Lane in Redcliffe – you may catch sight of what is arguably the most 
comprehensive PV array ever installed on a domestic dwelling in this country. See Pic below. What is 
even more impressive is that it is all the work of our man in Perth, Karl Jensen.  
 
Suffice to say that the Jensen’s are no longer burdened by power bills. In fact the opposite is the case 
as the Jenson’s are now producing power far in excess of what they consume and power bills are very 
much a thing of the past. The pic below, which was taken from a neighbour’s roof, tells the tale. I’m 
sure you’ll agree that it really is impressive stuff. And after seeing what Karl has achieved, you can’t 
help but wonder at the energy-generating potential of hectares of unused roof space on the many 
factories, warehouses and commercial buildings. 

 
In a nut shell, the details are 28 x 185 Watt panels, 12 x 180 Watt panels, 1 x 3.0 kW inverter and a 1 x  
2.0 kW inverter. The realistic rating for the whole shooting match is around 7.0 kW, but for a far more 
detailed view of Karl’s handiwork, visit: http://www.pvoutput.org/list.jsp?userid=3561 If you’re 
contemplating solar, Karl would only be too happy to share his knowledge with you. His contact 
details can be found on our website.  
 

 
The Jensen’s Roof. Redcliffe, W.A. 

Very impressive! 
 

 
The Director.  

“If you wouldn’t drink it, why would you let your children swim in it?” 
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